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ABSTRACT 

Western blotting readily identifies specific proteins amidst complex biological backgrounds[1, 2]. Nevertheless, immunob-

lotting suffers from tremendous labor-intensive and time-intensive requirements [3]. The slab-gel assays require 1-2 days for 

completion with multiple hands-on “blotting” steps and yield semi-quantitative information. Recently, our group has intro-

duced new approaches for completing Western blotting.  The microfluidic integration strategies introduced and used allow 

rapid results reporting, full assay automation, and limited sample consumption (1-10 uL).  Our integration strategies use spa-

tial, temporal, and spatiotemporal modulation of separation mechanisms in fully electrophoretic systems.  The present study 

reports on recapitulation of immunoaffinity in previously sized proteins, using novel in-transit electrophoretic removal of SDS 

from SDS-protein complexes.  Early results show both the length- and timescales for protein „renaturation‟ are compatible 

with on-chip operation.  Further, substantial binding affinity is recapitulated using this streamlined and promising approach. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Western blotting comprises a ubiquitous suite of techniques central to measurements spanning clinical to life sciences. Re-

cently, our group introduced unified microsystems for integrating native protein separations with subsequent antibody-based 

blotting[4-7]. Central to the integrated functionality of the approach is use of a two-dimensional chamber patterned with dif-

ferent cross-linked polymers.  The spatial arrangement of the polymer features underpins the separate function of each assay 

stage:  separation, transfer, and probe with antibody.  While powerful, our 2D chamber approach has focused on native polya-

crylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) as a first assay stage.  The rationale for native PAGE is our interest in analysis of pro-

tein isoforms, where native PAGE can be quite useful. Owing to that focus, our work to date has not addressed a major func-

tional limitation:  integration of true protein sizing (i.e., SDS-PAGE) with subsequent immunoblotting.   

A primary challenge is post-sizing recapitulation of antibody binding affinity (here, loosely termed „renaturation‟) of SDS-

protein complexes.  In this first report, we surmount this challenge using rational design of the electrophoretic transfer be-

tween a protein sizing stage and an antibody blotting stage to demonstrate SDS-PAGE on-chip Western blotting.  Our as-of-

yet unreported design strategy, introduced here, is a major advance & forms the foundation for widely applicable on-chip 

Western blotting. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

 
Figure 1.  Integrated SDS-PAGE & antibody blotting in a microchamber patterned with polyacrylamide gels uses elec-

trophoretically assisted protein renaturation (SDS dissociation) in transfer (step 2) between sizing (step 1) and blotting to an 

immobilized antibody (step 3). 
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Our assay design goal is to achieve high-resolution sizing of SDS-protein complexes then remove SDS thereby allowing „re-

natured‟ proteins to regain binding affinity for the blotting gel, which houses immobilized antibodies (Figure 1).  We model 

„renaturation‟ as:  
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Where CRP* is our model protein, SDS-CRP* is the SDS-decorated protein, and kon and koff are the on and off rates, respec-

tively.  To guide our understanding of SDS dissociation from SDS-protein complexes during electromigration to the blotting 

gel, we simulated (Matlab) a non-dimensionalized reaction-diffusion-electromigration model, Eq (1)-(3) of Figure 2.   

 

 

Reaction-diffusion-electromigration description:  

 | Eq (1) 

  | Eq (2) 

 | Eq (3) 

------------------ 
c1:  SDS-CRP* complex conc.; c2: free CRP*; c3:  free SDS; L: transfer 

distance;  is mobility using the same sub-script indexing. 
 

Figure 2.  In-transit protein renaturation harness differential mobility of SDS and protein species to drive SDS-

protein complexes to dissociation (simulation results at right), thereby recapitulating protein-antibody binding and al-

lowing passive integration of sizing + blotting. 

 

The model suggests that formation of free CRP* (c2) is not only favored by isolation of CRP* from SDS (to minimize c2c3) 

but also enhanced by increasing the transfer duration. Thus, simulation points to an elegant integration strategy: harnessing 

the differential electrophoretic mobility between species to achieve protein renaturation during the transfer between sizing and 

blotting gels.  This approach obviates the need for active renaturation functionality such as flow-based sample dilution or fil-

tering thus eliminating crippling de-separation phenomena.   

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Critically, experimental studies (Figure 3) are informed by the model: (1) the duration of electrotransfer and (2) the com-

position of the transfer gel matrix.  Firstly, during transfer between the sizing and blotting regions of the device, decreasing 

the electric field increases the duration of SDS dissociation and correspondingly increases recovery rate (i.e., binding func-

tion). Design tradeoffs are currently being optimized, as increased duration of electrotransfer results in concomitantly longer 

total assay duration.  Secondly, regarding the composition of transfer gel matrix, decreasing gel pore size in the lateral transfer 

region improves recovery rate by increasing relative mobility differences between analytes (∆μ/μ). Large mobility differences 

preclude free SDS from rebinding to protein (for high SR).  Further, smaller pore-sizes increase migration time, as is impor-

tant to the first aspect considered, the duration of the electrotransfer. 

Experimental results in Figure 3 show SDS-PAGE (reduced) of BSA* and CRP* with a high SR = 2.6 at just t = 22 s of 

separation time.  At t = 22 s, electro-transfer to the blotting region and electrophoretically assisted protein renaturation in 

transit are initiated. CRP* was successfully blotted with a binding efficiency of 55% (negative controls showed no binding) 

and a total automated assay time of ~3 minutes.    
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Figure 3.  Experimental support for in-transit renaturation feasibility.  Inverted fluorescence micrographs show pro-

teins are sized via SDS-PAGE (1), SDS is removed using differential mobility strategy described (2), and target (CRP) 

blots on CRP antibody decorated gel while negative control (BSA) does not. Conditions: 8% separation gel with SDS in 

run buffer, Etransfer = 75 V/cm. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In-transit recapitulation of antibody-binding capability for SDS-protein complexes has been demonstrated as a viable ap-

proach for integrating SDS-based protein sizing with subsequent antibody blotting (i.e., a heterogeneous immunoassay).  Both 

the required time and lengthscales for the renaturation process are compatible with the assay and device design specifications 

reported previously by our group for integration of native PAGE with blotting.  Substantial further work is needed, including 

enhancement of the capture efficiency over the reported ~50% antibody capture.  While preliminary, the electrophoretic ap-

proach requires no additional sample handling or matrix functionalization over our previous reports.  We see the demonstrat-

ed functionality as a key and promising component of future microfluidic Western blotting assays.   
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